
This is Degler! #28, published for ths December 18th ailing of apa F by Andy 
Porter, 24 east 82nd street, NY, NY, 10028. Porterpub #42, also Algol Annish(.’)

I know that mos^r of you will be surprised at the above words, but I believe 
in keeping my annishes small. Every five ;ears, however, I will have a hundred page 
issue, and every 50 years I plan to have t 1,000 page annish. That, however. I’m 
not worrying about yet,.

The lineup so far for nextish is pretty good, with about 5 articles promised 
by interesting people. I’ve also followed Daves’ advice and sent out possible lines 
to about ten different people.

Several interesting things have happened in the space of this past week.. One is 
the possibility of my moving to Greenwich Connecticut( in about two years). My par
ents have been interested in getting a surwr place, and they’ve found a lot in Greer, 
wich that can be a year-round place, too, if we want to build one. So far, we do. Bui 
there’s nothing definite on it yet; we’ve not bought any property or anything like th 
///////////////

Hopefully Frank L’ilimczyk and Lee Hoifinan will show up at this meeting, for whi 
, so that I’ll be able to produce a fannisheventuallity I'm bringing some masters 

New Year’s cak’d for fannish sorts(,
I think I’ve forgotten something. so I’ll go on to MCs and think of it later. In-

cidentally, from now on if there’s no comment for your zine, it means I don’t find ary -IK 
thing to comment on.
Cover, Me: That cover was almost ruined; then I ran it off at NYU, I used 16 lb. pap- • 
er which wrapped itself around the drum aid smeared all the carbon. When I grabbed it 
off and dried the carbon on the master a lot had been removed. Otherwise it would 
have come out much darker than it did/-/maLAise#6, DVA: I find that apa L is a bit 
too fractious (is that the wotd I want) for my tastes. People are constantly arguing 
in it, which I don’t go for„ At the current time I print 25 copies for apa F with ten 
going into my files. Total printed of 35- I didn’t know anyone could resign from apa.
L or F for that matter, seeing as how ,<® have no membership requirements. A tempest 
in a Teapot, really../ / 0P0#23, LUpoffS: Christ, a one page only. CFO. Will wonders 
never cease(l hope not) I /-/First. Draft  #40 DVA: I for one an rather Tired of hearing 
about how the Imperialistic Whites are killing all the poor starveling Congo rebels 
who, really, never did them any harm. (...) I also find myself shifting to the opin- < 
ion that Puerto Rico should be made a trustee of the -UN, which would get a problem 
island off our hands, which is a problem because of 1) high birth rate 2) low living 
standards, 3) PR’s coming to NYC for work which doesn't exist, 4) Their clogging the 
slums and refusing to learn the language, 5) getting on relief and having babies wit!

I now have cowent

31;no sense whatsoever of comraunity and parental responsibility In my opinion, they 
Id all have something done to them, like involountary sterilization (^^hich would s?u 
the city of NY 10s of millions annually, What do you think, Dave?



for Arnie Katz, who makes such sense when he speaks like this.Now they follow:

All of us intend to remain active in frnzine fandom, I think. Non-drinkers 
can be effectively taken care of by use of i uch soda, etc.,, at parties.

I think we should start to actively campaign in, for instance, the want ads 
of F & SF, Amazing, and Fantastic,. Their ad columns are doing very good business 
from the way they’ve increased in size. This: will bring our bid to the attention 
of the reader and collector who will go to ; convention to buy books and not for 
the parties only. I know many of this type ■ f collector myself.

For the Neffers we could dish up, es A : nie says, a revision of something or 
other that has been out of print for a Jong time, I just bought a copy of Fanspeak, 
which I think would lend itself very well t revision and minting for the N3F.

One serious drawback for us, in a vay, is that we would be suspected of sneakin
ess if more than a few of us were to join t' a N3F, Baltimore is mainly neooriented, 
while we, I think, are beyond that stage wh re we need the guidance and help of a 
big mother organization which we run to for help. Ted, Dave, Steve, etc. are far 
beyond that stage. The Only ones of us who could possibly not feel assinine totally 
as members are me, Arnie, and possibly like

The N’APA is fairly well covered, but e should do as Arnie suggests, try to 
reach the rest of the organization more eff ctively than we have been doing.
*** I think, for the time being, I will res . there and let informative conversa
tion flow back and forth.***

That's the MCs for this session.
The whatsis that originallt appeared in Dyn .tron, thence to Astoundalog, now is on 
the cover of MAD. Oh well.
Tonight I have distictive pro^f for all tim: that ADKINS is a copycat type.
Whet else did I have to write down? I stem ;o have forgotten. Well, I got a bunch 
of TWIGS in the mail, including the Twi; Illustrated’s that were such great things 
for artwork. So- ething I hadn’t noticed bu; they were for the most part tops in artw 
work with poor contents. In fact, Terwilegir recognizes that fact for himself.

They have discovered a subterranean la re beneath the Spanish Sahara, about 
600 miles long (?) and made of fresh water. I guess that The Secret People by Whynd- 
ham is now a nonfiction listing.

And t^at, I suppose, is atdddt about it.
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